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Abstract 
 
 
Benchmarking of DSP kernel algorithms was conducted in the thesis on a DSP processor for teaching in 
the course TESA26 in the department of Electrical Engineering. It includes benchmarking on cycle count 
and memory usage. The goal of the thesis is to evaluate the quality of a single MAC DSP instruction set 
and provide suggestions for further improvement in instruction set architecture accordingly. The scope of 
the thesis is limited to benchmark the processor only based on assembly coding. The quality check of 
compiler is not included. The method of the benchmarking was proposed by BDTI, Berkeley Design 
Technology Incorporations, which is the general methodology used in world wide DSP industry.   

Proposals on assembly instruction set improvements include the enhancement of FFT and DCT. The 
cycle cost of the new FFT benchmark based on the proposal was XX% lower, showing that the proposal 
was right and qualified. Results also show that the proposal promotes the cycle cost score for matrix 
computing, especially matrix multiplication. The benchmark results were compared with general scores 
of single MAC DSP processors offered by BDTI.  
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Abstract 
 
 
Benchmarking of DSP kernel algorithms was conducted in the thesis on a 
DSP processor for teaching in the course TESA26 in the department of 
Electrical Engineering. It includes benchmarking on cycle count and 
memory usage. The goal of the thesis is to evaluate the quality of a single 
MAC DSP instruction set and provide suggestions for further 
improvement in instruction set architecture accordingly. The scope of the 
thesis is limited to benchmark the processor only based on assembly 
coding. The quality check of compiler is not included. The method of the 
benchmarking was proposed by BDTI, Berkeley Design Technology 
Incorporations, which is the general methodology used in world wide DSP 
industry.   

Proposals on assembly instruction set improvements include the 
enhancement of FFT and DCT. The cycle cost of the new FFT benchmark 
based on the proposal was XX% lower, showing that the proposal was 
right and qualified. Results also show that the proposal promotes the cycle 
cost score for matrix computing, especially matrix multiplication. The 
benchmark results were compared with general scores of single MAC DSP 
processors offered by BDTI.  
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                              Chapter1  
Introduction    

 
1.1 Background 

 
Digital signal processing (DSP) is the application of mathematical operations to 
digitally represented signals [6]. DSP-processor is widely used in the world nowadays. 
However it confused most people about what DSP processor exactly is? Strictly 
speaking, the microprocessor is applied by DSP processor for that operates on digitally 
represented signals. On the other hand, in practice, the DSP processor is specifically 
designed to perform digital signal processing. The architectures between the DSP 
processor and most signal processing systems are different. The DSP architectures are 
special and accelerate repetitive, numerically intensive calculations. Also, DSP 
processors often contain multiple-access memory architectures that allow the processor 
to simultaneously load multiple operands, such as a data sample and a filter coefficient, 
in parallel with loading an instruction. In addition, DSP processors often include a 
variety of special memory addressing modes and program-flow control features 
designed to accelerate the execution of repetitive operations [6]. Besides, most DSP 
processors include specialized on-chip peripherals or I/O interfaces that allow the 
processor to efficiently interface with other system components, such as 
analog-to-digital converters and host processors.  
 
How to choose the DSP processor would be the most essential problem by the 
researchers who works with the processor in the system. DSP processor can be 
evaluated and compared in many ways, such as profiling, benchmarking and coverage 
analysis of the assembly instruction set. Profiling is to understand the application 
before design. Benchmarking test is after design. This thesis focuses on the kernel 
algorithms for the benchmarking.  
 
 
 

1.2 Objectives and Way of work 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to study and evaluate the benchmarking test to the 
DSP-processor platform. The DSP-processor will be tested by some different kernel 
algorithms. And the benchmarks have to be written in assembly language, after which 
some acceleration proposal will be raised. The target of this thesis project is to get the 
most optimize code and the minimization clock cycles.                          
 
 
 

1.3 Thesis Outline 
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In Chapter 2 of this thesis, an overview of the benchmark and the benchmarking is 
introduced. The approaches for implementing processor benchmarks will be described 
and discussed. The approaches of the benchmarking like speed, memory use, cost 
efficiency, area efficiency and energy efficiency will be discussed. Algorithms kernel 
benchmarking will be the most emphasis part to mention. 
 
Chapter 3 introduces a lot of algorithms for the DSP kernel benchmarking such as: 
blocktransfer, 256p complex FFT, 8*8 DCT, matrix multiplication, vector addition, 
single FIR filter, and assembly code are presented afterwards.  
 
In Chapter 4, we mainly discuss on the acceleration of the FFT, DCT. The proposals are 
focus on the architecture of processor, new instruction sets and some modified 
instruction sets.  
 
Chapter 5 presents the results of the kernel algorithms of benchmarking from chapter 3. 
The results of after improving are also mentioned in this chapter. 
 
In Chapter 6 we come to the conclusion of this thesis work, and slightly discuss the 
work of the benchmarking in the future. 
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                       Chapter2  Benchmark and 
Benchmarking 

 
2.1 Benchmark 

 
Benchmark is a type of program to measure the performance of a digital signal 
processor in a particular application. [1]  Benchmarks are used  for evaluation and 
comparing of the processors. It is very important for the vendor and buyer. 
 
Good benchmarks can be used for making informed decisions, and for developing 
credible marketing programs. But not all benchmarks are created equally, and using the 
wrong benchmarks can result in poor decisions, ineffective marketing, and failed 
products. [8] 
 

2.2 The way of the benchmark 

 
There are some approaches of benchmark that are often used by vendor and buyer: 
 
1. DSP kernel benchmark 
2. Communication benchmark 
3. Video kernel benchmark 
4. Video encoder and decode benchmark 
5. Solution benchmark 
 

2.3 Benchmarking 

 
Benchmarking is the execution of such type of program which allows processor users 
to track the number of machine clock cycles consumed by a specific section of code. [1] 
Benchmarking is used to measure the performance of an instruction set of a DSP 
processor. Benchmarking is quick and accurate comparisons of DSP processors 
performance. 
 
 
 
 

2.4 The way of the Benchmarking 

 
There are a number of approaches to do the benchmarking test, such as simplfied 
metrics (MIPS, MOPS, etc), complete DSP applications, and DSP algorithm ”kernels”. 
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2.4.1 Traditional Approaches  
 
Traditional approaches to measurement often use very simple metrics to describe 
processor performance [1]. It is based on MIPS (millions of instructions per second). 
MACS (multiply-accumulates per second), MOPS (million of operations per second), 
or MFLOPS (million of floating-point operations per second) is another approach to 
measure the performance. However, all of these ways are not necessarily goods metrics. 
Because the metrics are so simple and easy that can be misleading. 
 
 

2.4.2 Complete DSP application Approaches 
 
This approaches of DSP benchmarking is acrried out based on the execution of the 
whole application. The cycle cost of the DSP application should be distributed, for the 
cycle cost  is different from application to application. The kernel of algorithms costs 
the most part of the whole cycles, about 70%-90% of the cycles, such as FIR, DCT, IIR 
filter, FIR filter and co on. Using  memory could cost at most 30% of the whole cycles. 
The control part and asynchronous event handing part maybe cost below5% of the 
whole cycle.  
 
There are some problems when the full application benchmarking are uesd:[9] 
 
1. Applications tend to be ill-defined 
 
2. Costly, time-consuming to implement 
 
3. Evaluates programmer as much as processor 
 
4. Measure system, not just processor 
 
 

2.4.3 Kernel Algorithms benchmarking 

 
DSP kernel algorithms benchmarking are the most widely used digital signal 
processing benchmarks in the world. An algorithm kernel is the heart of an algorithm 
and it is a small part of the code. So it is simple to optimize 
 
Compared with full application benchmarking, the kernel algorithms benchmarking 
have some advantages. First the kernel algorithms is a part the applications that share 
the largest of the processing time. This guarantees their relevance.  Besides, due to the 
moderate size of the  code of the kernel algorithms, it is easy to optimize. The last 
vantage is that the kernel algorithms are easy of implementation in a reasonable amount 
of time for  their moderate size. 
 
The DSP kernel benchmarking is listed as followed: 
 
Block transfer: to transfer a data block from one memory to another memory. 
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256 points complex FFT: 256 point FFT including all computing, addressing and  
memory access. 
 

Single FIR filter: A N-tap FIR filter running one sample 
 
Frame FIR filter: A N-tap FIR filter running K sample 
 
Complex FIR filter: A N-tap FIR filter running one sample complex data 
 
Single IIR filter: A Biquadrate IIR (2nd order IIR) running one sample 
 
LMS Adaptive FIR filter: least significant square adaptive filter including  

convergence control & coefficient adaptation 
 
16/16 bits division: A positive 16 bits divided by a 16 bits positive data. 
 
Vector addition: C[i]<=A[i]+B[i] Here i is from 0 to N-1. 
 
Vector window: C[i]<=A[i]*B[i] Here i is from 0 to N-1. 
 
Vector Max: R<=Max {A[i]} Here i is from 0 to N-1. 
 
FSM: Finite state machine. (no yet standardized) 
 
DCT: 8*8 Discrete Cosine Transform. 
 
 
2.4.4 Some other Approaches 

 
Benchmarking can be further divided into measurement the number of clock cycles, 
memory usage and the power consumption. 
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                                          Chapter3   Algorithm 
Kernels 

 
In this chapter, first, we will have a brief discussion about the different algorithms that 
we used for benchmarking, after which each algorithm will be present by assembly 
code as well as the description in behavior level, in order to make it is easier to 
understand what the assembly code implementation is. 
 
Here are some important brief introductions about the initial parameters. The input data 
has already been stored in the memories, which are data memory0 and data memory1. 
The output data of the result will be stored also in the memory without overwriting the 
input value. 
 
 

3.1 Blocktransfer      
 
The purpose of blocktransfer is to measure the performance of loading and storing. 
Also, we will evaluate how many clock cycles it will take to transfer data from one 
certain position of one memory to other position in another memory. 
 
Behavioral code: 
  

{   Reg0 <= DM0 
  Reg1 <= DM0 
    DM1 <= Reg0 
   DM1 <= Reg1 
} 

 
 
Table 7.1: Below is the kernel part of the program. The table shows the units 
corresponding to the instructions each. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mem 
1 load * 
2 load * 
3 store * 
4 store * 

 
Table 3.1: Kernel of blocktransfer 
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Assembly code: 
 
 .code 
  
 ;; Initialization 
  
 set ar0,data1 
 set step0,1 
 set ar1,data2 
 set step1,1 
 
*--------start transfer-----------* 
 repeat ld_lp,10  
 ld0 r0,(ar0++) 
 ld0 r1,(ar0++) 
 ld0 r2,(ar0++) 
 ld0 r3,(ar0++) 
 st1 (ar1++),r0 
 st1 (ar1++),r1 
 st1 (ar1++),r2 
 st1 (ar1++),r3 
ld_lp 
*--------end tranfer-------------* 
 
 out 0x13,r0 
 nop 
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3.2 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
 
According to [1], the FFT is described as an efficient algorithm to compute the discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) and it’s inverse. As a specific type of Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT), the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is mainly used for Fourier analysis. DFT 
transforms one function into another, which is called the frequency domain 
representation [2]. 

1

0

( ) ( )
N

nk

n

X k x n W
−

=

= •∑     ,k=0,1,2,3………..N-1 
 

In the formula above, The sequence of N complex numbers 0x , ..., 1Nx −  is transformed 

into the sequence of N complex numbers 0X , ..., 1NX − . As above, what we need is to 
calculate the

2N multiplications and N (N-1) addition, which cost plenty of time 
calculating. In order to reduce the computing time, we divide the N complex numbers 
into some smaller parts, so that we can divide the DFT into two smaller parts. In that 

case we need calculate 
21

2
N

 multiplications and additions instead. All the description 
above is the basic idea of the FFT. Although the FFT computes the DFT and produces 
exactly the same result as evaluating the DFT definition directly, the FFT is much 
faster. 
 
First, we reconstruct the N complex numbers, so that the complex number could be 
represented as a group of even and the other group of odd numbers. 
 
        g(n)=x(2n)           n=0,1,……. 

2
N -1 

        h(n)=x(2n+1)         n=0,1,……. 
2
N -1 

Then, DFT is applied to calculate the real and imaginary part separately. 

        X(k)= 
1

2
2

0
( )

N

lk
N

l
g l W

−

=
∑ +

1
2

(2 1)

0
( )

N

l k
N

l
h l W

−

−

=
∑     

 
Because of 2lk

NW =
2

lk
NW  , So X(k)= G(k)+ k

NW H(k) 

This kind of breaking down can last until there are two numbers left to DFT. 
 
There are mainly two approaches to calculate the FFT depends on time or frequency 
domain, which are called decimation in time (DIT) and decimation in frequency (DIF). 
Decimation is the process of breaking down something into its constituent parts [3]. By 
the means of DIT, signals are divided into smaller signals in time domain, which makes 
the signals easier to process. While with the method of DIF, signals are decimated in 
the frequency domain and recombined in the time domain afterwards. Briefly we can 
tell the difference between them from several aspects. It depends on how to calculate 
the butterfly and the order of input and output. In the DIT algorithm, the input data is 
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not in the normal order. The order is the binary reverse order. We can get the order from 
the Bit-reversed addressing, which is supported by the processor. In the DIF algorithm, 
the output data order is in the reversed order. 
 

 
––––––  represents addition 
---------  represents subtraction 
 
Figure 3.2 butterfly of DIT 
 
 

 
––––––  represents addition 
---------  represents subtraction 
 
Figure 3.3 butterfly of DIF 
 
 
                                       000  0 000  0 
    001  1  100  4 
    010  2 010  2 
    011  3 110  6 
    100  4 001  1 
    101  5 101  5 

110  6 011  3 
111  7 111  7 

       
Figure 3.4 bit reversed addressing of 8 
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––––––  represents addition 
---------  represents subtraction 
 
Figure 3.5 Example of 4-point FFT 
 

The input values are assumed to be stored in the data memory 0. The value kW =
2 i k

Ne
π⋅ ⋅ ⋅

is 
pre-calculated and stored in the data memory 1. The input data are complex numbers. 
They are stored in the memory and ranged by the real part and the imaginary part in the 
adjacent place. The output data will also be stored in the memory with the real part and 
the imaginary part in the adjacent place and in the right order. 
 
Our implementation is a 256-point radix-2 in-place complex FFT with the approach of 
decimation in frequency (DIF). The sample data is a complex-value, so that there are 
512 numbers in the memory. In the First step, we calculate the 256 butterflies, Number 
0~255 with 256~511(in figure3.6 (1)). After that, the address tag points 256. We move 
on to calculate the next 128 butterflies, Number 256~383 with 384~511(in figure3.6 
(2)). Then, we set the address tag to 0 and calculate the butterflies Numbers 0~127 with 
128~255(in figure3.6 (3)). After that the address tag points 128. We calculate the next 
three 64 butterflies, Number 128~191 with 192~255, Number 256~319 with 320~383 
and Number 384~447 with 448~511(in figure3.6 (4, 5, 6)). After that, we set the 
address tag to 0 again. We calculate the 64 butterflies, Number 0~63 with 64~127 (in 
figure3.6 (7)). Then we calculate the eight 32 butterflies as follow 64~95 with 96~127, 
Number 128~159 with 160~191, Number 192~223 with 224~255, Number 256~287 
with 288~319, Number 320~351 with 352~283, Number 384~415 with 416~447, 
Number 448~479 with 480~511, Number 0~31 with 32~63(in figure3.6 (8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15)). 
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Figure 3.6: The calculate flow 
 
 
 
Behavioral code: 

{ 
   /* Calculate Butterfly */ 

Reg0 <= DM0            /* Real part of sample */ 
Reg1 <= DM0            /* Real imagine of sample */      
Reg2 <= DM0   
Reg3 <= DM0       
Reg0 <= Reg2+Reg1 
Reg1 <= Reg2-Rg1 
Reg15 <= DM1           /* Coefficient */ 
Reg16 <= DM1 
Reg14 <= Reg4-Reg3 
Reg4 <= Reg4+Reg3 
ACR0 <= Reg1*Reg15 
ACR0 <= ACR0-Reg14*Reg16        /* Re */ 
Reg17 <=Sat Round ACR0  
ACR1 <= Reg14*Reg15 
ACR1 <= ACR1+Reg1*Reg16         /* Im */    
Reg3 <=Sat Round ACR0 
DM0 <=Reg0 
DM0 <=Reg17 
DM0 <=Reg4 
DM0 <=Reg3 

 
} 
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Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table shows each instruction which 
is used by which unit. 

 
Ins nr Ins Mac ALU DM0 DM1 

1 Load   *  
2 Load   *  
3 Load   *  
4 Load   *  
5 Add  *   
6 Sub  *   
7 Load    * 
8 Load    * 
9 Sub  *   
10 Add  *   
11 Mul *    
12 Mad *    
13 Sat Rnd     
14 Mul *    
15 Mac *    
16 Sat Rnd     
17 Store   *  
18 Store   *  
19 Store   *  
20 Store   *  

 
Table 3.2: kernel of the FFT 
 
 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
.code 

*256-point complex FFT radix2 
;; Initialization 
set ar1 ,coeff_fft256 ; Coefficients  in rom0 
nop 
set r25,1 
set r12,2 
set r11,2 
set r10,2 
set r8,2 
set r6,00256    ;; 
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set r7,128      ;; 
set r5,0 
set r13,0128     ;; 
set r9,2 
nop 
nop 

 
label3 

set ar0,fft256_data  ;fft data in dm1 
    
label4 

sub  r26,r7,r25 
sub  r18,r6,r25 
set  loopb,33 
set  loope,52 
move loopn,r26 
ld1 r1,(ar0,r6) ;1 
ld1 r2,(ar0++)   ;2 
ld1 r3,(ar0,r6)  ;3 
ld1 r4,(ar0)       ;4 
add r0,r2,r1 
sub r1,r2,r1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
sub r14,r4,r3 
add r4,r4,r3 
mulss acr0,r1,r15 
mdmss acr0,r14,r16 
move r17,sat rnd acr0 
mulss acr1,r14,r15 
macss acr1,r1,r16 
move r3,sat rnd acr1 
st1 (ar0,-1),r0 
st1 (ar0,r18),r17 
st1 (ar0++),r4 
st1 (ar0,r18),r3 
add r10,r10,1 
lsr r7, 1 
lsr r6, 1 
cmp 3 ,r10                         
jump.pl  label4 
move r21, ar0 
add r8,r8,1 
asl r7, 1 
add r21,r13 
asl r6, 1 
cmp r9,r8 
move ar0 ,r21                        
jump.pl     label4 
add r5,r5,1 
asl r11,1 
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set r10,2 
set r8,0 
sub r9,r11,r12 
lsr r13,1 
cmp 5 ,r5    
jump.pl  label3 

 
;;------------------------------------------ 

set ar0,fft256_data 
set  loopb,78    
set  loope,97    
set  loopn,1 
ld1 r1,(ar0,4) 
ld1 r2,(ar0++) 
ld1 r3,(ar0,4) 
ld1 r4,(ar0) 
add r0,r2,r1 
sub r1,r2,r1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
sub r14,r4,r3 
add r4,r4,r3 
mulss acr0,r1,r15 
mdmss acr0,r14,r16 
move r17,sat rnd acr0 
mulss acr0,r14,r15 
macss acr0,r1,r16 
move r3,sat rnd acr0 
st1 (ar0,-1),r0 
st1 (ar0,3),r17 
st1 (ar0++),r4 
st1 (ar0,3),r3 

;;------------------------------------------ 
set ar0,fft256_data 
set step0,4 
set  loopb,103  ;;90 
set  loope,122  ;;109 
set  loopn,127 
ld1 r1,(ar0,2) 
ld1 r2,(ar0) 
ld1 r3,(ar0,3) 
ld1 r4,(ar0,1) 
add r0,r2,r1 
sub r1,r2,r1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
sub r14,r4,r3 
add r4,r4,r3 
mulss acr0,r1,r15 
mdmss acr0,r14,r16 
move r17,sat rnd acr0 
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mulss acr0,r14,r15 
macss acr0,r1,r16 
move r3,sat rnd acr0 
st1 (ar0,1),r4 
st1 (ar0,2),r17 
st1 (ar0++),r0 
st1 (ar0,-1),r3 

 
;;------------------------------------- 
;;   bit reversing address 
;;------------------------------------- 

nop 
out 0x13,r0 
nop 
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3.3 Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 
 
The function implements the inverse Fast Fourier Transform given by: 
 

1

0

1( ) ( )
N

kn
n

k
x n X k W

N

−
−

=

= ∑
    k=0, 1, 2, 3………..N-1 

 

Where 
(2 / )N

N jW e π−=  and N=length(x). 
 
First, we calculate the result of FFT with the input which is the output of IFFT. Then, 
the output of FFT is introduced as the input to IFFT. What we need is to compare them 
and prove whether the output of FFT is the same as the input of IFFT and vice versa. 
 
We implement the IFFT to 256 complex numbers. The input data that comes from the 
FFT part and the coefficient are separately stored in DM0 and DM1. And the results are 
stored in the memory without overwriting the input data. 
 
There is a particular way to calculate the IFFT with the algorithm of FFT. First we 
exchange the real part and the imaginary part of the input complex numbers. Then send 
the reconstructed complex numbers to the FFT. After all the calculation by FFT, every 
result is divided by the amount of complex numbers applied to IFFT, in this case, 256. 
After that we need to exchange the real part and the image part of the numbers back 
again. Finally, we can get the results and prove it by comparing the formulas of FFT 
and IFFT below. 
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where 
––––––  represents addition 
---------  represents subtraction 
Figure 3.7 Example of 4-point IFFT 
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3.4 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) expresses a sequence of finitely many data points in 
terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. Discrete Cosine 
Transform is a Fourier-related transform. It is similar to the discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT), but using only real numbers. DCT is equivalent to DFT of roughly twice the 
length, operating on real data with even symmetry. DCT is widely used for image and 
speech compression for lossy compression. One-dimensional is used for speech 
compression and two-dimensional is used for image compression.[4] 
 
The definition of one-dimensional: 
 

1

0

2 ( ) (2 1)( ) ( ) cos
2

N

i

c u i uX u f i
N N

π−

=

+⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑           for u= 0,1,2,3,…..N-1 

 
Where  
c(u) = 2 ,   for u = 0 
c(u) = 1 ,    for u = 1, 2, 3, 4……N-1 
 
 
The definition of two-dimensional: 
 

1 1

2
0 0

4 ( , ) (2 1) (2 1)( , ) ( , ) cos cos
2 2

N N

t i

c u v i u t vX u v f i t
N N N

π π− −

= =

+ +⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑      

 
for u = 0,1,2,3,…..N-1   t = 0,1,2,3,…..N-1 
 
where  

c(u) = 1
2

,   for u = v = 0 

c(u, v) = 1 ,    for u, v = 1, 2, 3, 4……N-1 
 
 
The two-dimensional DCT is similar to the one-dimensional DCT when the input data 
is transformed twice. In one-dimensional DCT, for the first time, we calculate all the 
input in rows and store the output row by row in order. For the second time, with the 
output array we obtain, each data is calculated for the second time as the input in 
columns. The process mentioned above is illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 3.8: two-dimensional DCT computation 
 
Our implementation above is an 8*8 two-dimensional DCT. Therefore we use a fast 
DCT algorithm introduced by H.S hou [10].  
 
The input data and the coefficient are separately stored in DM0 and DM1. The input 
data are located in the memory row by row. The computation starts row by row, then 
column by column. At the beginning, we fetch the input data of the first row as the 
needing order. After the kernel part of the program, we get the results with the erratic 
order. We should write them back to the memory with the right order. When all eight 
rows finished the one-dimensional DCT, we will calculate another one-dimensional 
DCT by column. The important thing is that the start address pointers of DCT of the all 
eight columns should be changed. The results are also written back to memory with the 
right order and not overwrite the input data. There is calculation follow of the 8bits 
input computation algorithm below.      
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ix  Represents the order input 
iy  Represents the bit reversed output 

ic  Represents the 
cos( )

16
i π⋅

 
––––––  represents addition 
---------  represents subtraction 
 
Figure 3.9  8 bits DCT computation 
 
The coefficients are stored in the data memory1 in the order of c1, c5, c9, c13, c2, c10, 
c2, c10, c4, c4, c4, c4 
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table shows each instruction that 
used by which unit. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mac ALU DM0 DM1 
1 load   *  
2 load   *  
3 load   *  
4 load   *  
5 load   *  
6 load   *  
7 load   *  
8 load   *  
9 sub  *   
10 add  *   
11 sub  *   
12 add  *   
13 sub  *   
14 add  *   
15 sub  *   
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16 add  *   
17 load    * 
18 load    * 
19 mulss *    
20 Sat rnd     
21 mulss *    
22 sat rnd     
23 load    * 
24 load    * 
25 mulss *    
26 Sat rnd     
27 mulss *    
28 Sat rnd     
29 sub  *   
30 add  *   
31 sub  *   
32 add  *   
33 sub  *   
34 add  *   
35 sub  *   
36 add  *   
37 load    * 
38 load    * 
39 mulss *    
40 Sat rnd     
41 mulss *    
42 Sat rnd     
43 mulss *    
44 Sat rnd     
45 mulss *    
46 Sat rnd     
47 sub  *   
48 add  *   
49 sub  *   
50 add  *   
51 sub  *   
52 add  *   
53 sub  *   
54 add  *   
55 load    * 
56 mulss *    
57 mulss *    
58 mulss *    
59 mulss *    
60 Sat rnd     
61 Sat rnd     
62 Sat rnd     
63 Sat rnd     
64 mulss *    
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65 Sat rnd     
66 mulss *    
67 Sat rnd     
68 mulss *    
69 Sat rnd     
70 mulss *    
71 Sat rnd     
72 sub  *   
73 mulss *    
74 Sat rnd     
75 sub  *   
76 mulss *    
77 Sat rnd     
78 sub  *   
79 sub  *   
80 sub  *   
81 store   *  
82 store   *  
83 store   *  
84 store   *  
85 store   *  
86 store   *  
87 store   *  
88 store   *  

 
Table 3.3:  kernel operations of DCT 
 
DCT is wildly used in image compression. In this part, we use a picture in the format of 
JPEG to evaluate the DCT. Before compressing the image, we execute the downsample 
to the image. Due to the densities of color- and brightness-sensitive receptors in the 
human eye, human can recognize considerably more fine detail in the brightness of an 
image than in the color of an image. After the subsampling, we divide the image into 
8*8 of blocks of pixels. The value of the blocks shows the brightness of the pixels in 
case that we consider it as black and whiter picture. The range of the brightness is 
[0:255] and the minimum value is the representation of the black value, on the other 
hand, the maximum value is the representation of the white value.      
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Figure 3.10  the image shown 8*8 pixels 
 
 

[ 
120  108  90    75   69  73   82  89; 
127  115  97    81   75  79   88  95; 
134  122  105  89   83  87   96  103; 
137  125  107  92   86  90   99  106; 
131  119  101  86   80  83   93  100; 
117  105  87    72   65  69   78  85; 
100   88   70    55   49  53   62  69; 
89     77   59    44   38  42   51  58 

   ] 
Figure 3.11  the corresponding matrix 
 
 

 
[ 

0000: 07ae 06e9 05c3 04cd 046a 04ac 053f 05b2 
0008: 0821 075c 0635 052f 04cd 050e 05a2 0614 
0010: 0893 07cf 06b8 05b2 0550 0591 0625 0698 
0018: 08c5 0800 06d9 05e3 0581 05c3 0656 06c9 
0020: 0862 079e 0677 0581 051f 0550 05f4 0666 
0028: 077d 06b8 0591 049c 0429 046a 04fe 0571 
0030: 0666 05a2 047b 0385 0323 0364 03f8 046a 
0038: 05b2 04ee 03c7 02d1 026f 02b0 0344 03b6 

 
       ] 

Figure 3.12   the corresponding matrix in the memory 
 

 
After the two-dimensional DCT, the result is as followed: 
 

[ 
0000: 2cc8   0b78  0cc3    0000  0000    0000  0000   0000 
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0008: 0b74   0000  0000   0000  0000    0000  0000   0000 
0010: 747a   0000  0000   0000  0000    0000  0000   0000 
0018: fffe     0000   0000  0000   0000    0000  0000   0000 
0020: 0000  0000   0000   0000  0000    0000  0000   0000 
0028: 0000   0000  0000   0000  0000    0000  0000   0000 
0030: 0000   0000  0000   0000  0000    000b  0000   0000 
0038: 0000  0000   0000   0000   0000   0000  0000   0000 

                                    ] 
Figure 3.13  the ideal result matrix in the memory 
 
From the results above, we notice that the values around the top-left corner 
(2cc8,0b78,0cc3,0b74,f47a ) are very large, on contrast, the remaining 59 values are 
very small, which makes the advantage of the DCT that it’s tend to aggregate most of 
the signal in one corner of the result, as observed from above. 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
{ 
.code 
  
 ;; Initialization 
   

set ar0,dct_data   ; dct8_data from 0000 
set step0,8 
set r20, 16a0     ;;sq(2)/4 
set r28, 0 
set r21, 1 
set r22, 2 
set r23, 3 
set r24, 4 
set r25, 5 
set r26, 6 
set r27, 7 
set r29, $7fff 
set r30, $2000 

 
label1  

repeat label , 8 
set ar1,coeff_dct  ; Coefficients in rom0 from 8000 
set step1,1 
ld1 r0,(ar0)       ;;x0 
ld1 r1,(ar0,r21)   ;;x1 
ld1 r2,(ar0,r22)   ;;x2 
ld1 r3,(ar0,r23)   ;;x3 
ld1 r4,(ar0,r24)   ;;x4 
ld1 r5,(ar0,r25)   ;;x5 
ld1 r6,(ar0,r26)   ;;x6 
ld1 r7,(ar0,r27)   ;;x7 
sub r8,r0,r7 
add r0,r0,r7 
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sub r9,r2,r5 
add r2,r2,r5 
sub r10,r4,r3 
add r4,r4,r3 
sub r11,r6,r1 
add r6,r6,r1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
mulss acr0,r8,r15 

move r7 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
mulss acr1,r9,r16 
move r5 ,sat rnd mul4 acr1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
mulss acr0,r10,r15 
move r3 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
mulss acr1,r11,r16 
move r1 ,sat rnd mul4 acr1 
sub r8,r0,r4 
add r0,r0,r4 
sub r9,r2,r6 
add r2,r2,r6 
sub r10,r7,r3 
add r7,r7,r3 
sub r11,r5,r1 
add r5,r5,r1 
ld0 r15,(ar1++) 
ld0 r16,(ar1++) 
mulss acr0,r8,r15 
move r4 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
mulss acr1,r9,r16 
move r6 ,sat rnd mul4 acr1 
mulss acr2,r10,r15 
move r3 ,sat rnd mul4 acr2 
mulss acr3,r11,r16 
move r1 ,sat rnd mul4 acr3 
sub r8,r0,r2 
add r0,r0,r2       ;;x0 
sub r9,r4,r6 
add r4,r4,r6    ;;x4 
sub r10,r7,r5 
add r7,r7,r5    ;;x7 
sub r11,r3,r1 
add r3,r3,r1    ;;x3 
ld0 r15 ,(ar1++) 
mulss acr0,r8,r15 
mulss acr1,r9,r15    ;;x6/2 
mulss acr2,r10,r15    ;;x5/2 
mulss acr3,r11,r15        ;;x1/2 
move r2 ,sat rnd mul2 acr0   ;;x2/2 
move r6 ,sat rnd mul4 acr1 
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move r5 ,sat rnd mul4 acr2 
move r1 ,sat rnd mul4 acr3 

;;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 

mulss acr0,r3,r30 
move r3 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
mulss acr1,r4,r30 
move r4 ,sat rnd mul4 acr1 
mulss acr2,r7,r30 
move r7 ,sat rnd mul4 acr2 
 
mulss acr0,r0,r20       ;;x0 *sq(2)=y0 
move r0 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
sub r1,r1,r3       ;;x1*2-x3 
mulss acr0,r1,r29      ;;(x1*2-x3)*2 
move r1 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
sub r6,r6,r4        ;;x6*2-x4 
mulss acr0,r3,r29      ;;x3*2 
move r3 ,sat rnd mul4 acr0 
sub r3,r3,r7                 ;;x3*2-x7=y3 
sub r5,r5,r3         ;;x5*2-x3=y5 
sub r1,r1,r5       ;;(x1*2-x3)*2-y5=y7 
 
st1 (ar0,r21),r7 
st1 (ar0,r22),r4 
st1 (ar0,r23),r3 
st1 (ar0,r24),r2 
st1 (ar0,r25),r5 
st1 (ar0,r26),r6 
st1 (ar0,r27),r1 
st1 (ar0++),r0 

label 
 ;;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- - 
 

add r28,r28,1 
set ar0,dct_data   ; dct8_data from 0000 
set step0,1 
set r21, 8 
set r22, 16 
set r23, 24 
set r24, 32 
set r25, 40 
set r26, 48 
set r27, 56 
cmp 1,r28 
jump.pl label1 

 
nop 
out 0x13,r0 
nop 
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} 
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3.5 Vector addition 
 
In this part, we calculate two vectors. The program adds them, stores the output vector 
and not overwrites the input value. 
 
 

A B A B
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 

 
Figure 3.14  Vector addition 
 
The two vectors are stored in separate memories, data memory0 and data memory1. In 
the first step, we load two vectors from different memories at the same time. There is a 
need for a “nop” before the action of adding two vectors. After the calculation, result 
vectors are stored in the memory.   
 
If the all the input vectors are stored in one memory, there is a need for one more clock 
cycle. 
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table show each instruction that is 
used by which unit. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mac ALU Dm0 Dm1 
1 dblld   * * 
2 nop     
3 add  *   
4 nop   *  
5 store   *  

 
Table 3.4  kernel operations of vector addition. 
 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
.code 
 set ar0, vector_1              /* start of vector 1*/ 
 set step0, 1 
 set ar1, vector_2              /* start of vector2*/ 
 set step1, 1  
 set ar2, 32784                /* start of output vector */ 
 nop 
 repeat ld_dl ,10 
 dblld r0, (ar0++), r1, (ar1++)     /* load two vectors*/ 
 nop 
 add r4,r0,r1 
 nop 
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st1 (ar2++), r4 
nop 

 ld_dl 
 nop 
 out 0x13,r0 
 nop 
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3.6 Matrix multiplication 
 
In this part, we calculate the matrix multiplication.  
 

1,1 64,1 1,1 64,1 1,1 64,1

1,64 64,64 1,64 64,64 1,64 64,64

a a b b c c

a a b b c c

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟• =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

K K K
M O M M O M M O M

L L L
 

 
Figure 3.15  matrix multiplication 
 
Two matrixes are assumed to be stored in the separate memories, data memory0 and 
data memory1. And the results will be located also in the memory. 
 
Each matrix is in 64 rows and 64 columns, which makes 4096 data in total. Since there 
are only 32 generate registers in our DSP processors, we need to load the data gradually 
in turn. There are two approaches to implement the Matrix multiplication. The first one 
depends on instruction convolution and the stepsize. Once the processor supports 
stepsize upto 64, approach above is suitable here. Besides we use the instruction 
“macld”, which indicate that the processor is using mac unit as well as loading data at 
same time.  
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code of the first way. The table shows each 
instruction that is used by which unit. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mac ALU Data Mem Data Mem 
1 convss *  * * 
2 convss *  * * 
3 sat rnd     
4 sat rnd     

 
Table 3.5  kernel operations of matrix multiplication 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
{ 
.code 

;; Initialization 
 
set ar3 ,matrix_1 
set ar2 ,matrix_1 
set ar1 ,matrix_2 
set ar0 ,matrix_2 
set step0,64 
set r5,1 
set r1,0000 
;;------------------------------------- 

label2 
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set r4,1 
 

label1 
 
move ar1 ,r1 
move ar0 ,r1 
ld1 r2,(ar1++) 
set step1,64 
 
repeat ld_lp1,64 
 
convss acr0,(ar2++),(ar0++) ;; 
convss acr1,(ar3++),(ar1++) ;; 

 
ld_lp1 

 
add r4,r4,1 
move r30,sat rnd acr0 
move r31,sat rnd acr0 
st1 (ar0,5000),r30 
st1 (ar1,5000),r31 
clr acr0 
clr acr1 
cmp 64,r4 
jump.pl label1 

 
add r5,r5,1 
add r1,r1,2 
cmp 32,r5 
jump.pl label2 
;;------------------------------------- 
nop 
out 0x13,r0 
nop 

} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the other way, we used 28 general registers for loading and storing the input data 
from/to memory. At beginning we load the data from matrix1 in the order of row by 
row. At the same time 64 numbers of the first column from matrix2 are loaded also and 
multiplied with the numbers from matrix1, after which we add them together. We will 
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get the first number of the first row of result matrix by numbers of the first row of the 
matrix1 and the numbers of the first column of the matrix2 multiple and add together. 
The numbers of the second row multiplying and adding together with the numbers of 
the first column of the matrix2 generate the first number of the second row of the result 
matrix.     
 

1,64

1,1 64,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 64,1 1,64

64,64 1,64 64,64 1,64 64,1 64,64 64,64

64,1

a

a a b b a b a b

a b a b a bb

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⋅ + + ⋅
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟• =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⋅ + + ⋅⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

L L L K
M O M O M O M

L L
 
 
Figure 3.16 matrix multiplication detail 
 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
.code 

 
;; Initialization 
 
set ar0 ,matrix_1 
set step0,1 
set ar1 ,matrix_2 
set step1,64 
set r30,0000 
set r31,1 

;;-------------------------------- 
label2 
 

repeat ld_lp1,64 
 
dblld r0,(ar0++),r1,(ar1++) 
dblld r2,(ar0++),r3,(ar1++) 
dblld r4,(ar0++),r5,(ar1++) 
dblld r6,(ar0++),r7,(ar1++) 
dblld r8,(ar0++),r9,(ar1++) 
dblld r10,(ar0++),r11,(ar1++) 
dblld r12,(ar0++),r13,(ar1++) 
dblld r14,(ar0++),r15,(ar1++) 
dblld r16,(ar0++),r17,(ar1++) 
dblld r18,(ar0++),r19,(ar1++) 
dblld r20,(ar0++),r21,(ar1++) 
dblld r22,(ar0++),r23,(ar1++) 
dblld r24,(ar0++),r25,(ar1++) 
dblld r26,(ar0++),r27,(ar1++) 
muldblld acr0,r0,r1,r28,r29 
macld0 acr0,r2,r3,r0,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r4,r5,r1,(ar1++) 
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macld0 acr0,r6,r7,r2,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r8,r9,r3,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r10,r11,r4,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r12,r13,r5,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r14,r15,r6,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r16,r17,r7,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r18,r19,r8,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r20,r21,r9,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r22,r23,r10,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r24,r25,r11,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r26,r27,r12,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r28,r29,r13,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r0,r1,r14,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r2,r3,r15,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r4,r5,r16,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r6,r7,r17,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r8,r9,r18,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r10,r11,r19,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r12,r13,r20,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r14,r15,r21,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r16,r17,r22,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r18,r19,r23,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r20,r21,r24,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r22,r23,r25,(ar1++) 
dblld r26,(ar0++),r27,(ar1++) 
dblld r28,(ar0++),r29,(ar1++)  ;; 
dblld r0,(ar0++),r1,(ar1++) 
dblld r2,(ar0++),r3,(ar1++) 
dblld r4,(ar0++),r5,(ar1++) 
dblld r6,(ar0++),r7,(ar1++) 
dblld r8,(ar0++),r9,(ar1++) 
dblld r10,(ar0++),r11,(ar1++) 
dblld r12,(ar0++),r13,(ar1++) 
dblld r14,(ar0++),r15,(ar1++) 
dblld r16,(ar0++),r17,(ar1++) 
dblld r18,(ar0++),r19,(ar1++) 
dblld r20,(ar0++),r21,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r24,r25,r22,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r26,r27,r23,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r28,r29,r24,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r0,r1,r25,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r2,r3,r26,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r4,r5,r27,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r6,r7,r28,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r8,r9,r29,(ar1++)  ;; 
macld0 acr0,r10,r11,r0,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r12,r13,r1,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r14,r15,r2,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r16,r17,r3,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r18,r19,r4,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r20,r21,r5,(ar1++) 
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macld0 acr0,r22,r23,r6,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r24,r25,r7,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r26,r27,r8,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r28,r29,r9,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r0,r1,r10,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r2,r3,r11,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r4,r5,r12,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r6,r7,r13,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r8,r9,r14,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r10,r11,r15,(ar1++) 
dblld r16,(ar0++),r17,(ar1++) 
dblld r18,(ar0++),r19,(ar1++) 
dblld r20,(ar0++),r21,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r12,r13,r22,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r14,r15,r23,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r16,r17,r24,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r18,r19,r25,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r20,r21,r26,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r22,r23,r27,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r24,r25,r28,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r26,r27,r29,(ar1++)  ;; 
dblld r0,(ar0++),r1,(ar1++) 
dblld r2,(ar0++),r3,(ar1++) 
dblld r4,(ar0++),r5,(ar1++) 
macld0 acr0,r28,r29,r6,(ar0++) 
macld1 acr0,r0,r1,r7,(ar1++) 
macss acr0,r2,r3 
macss acr0,r4,r5 
macss acr0,r6,r7 
move r15,sat rnd acr0 
set ar1 ,matrix_2 
st1 (ar2++),r15 

ld_lp1 
 

set ar0 ,matrix_1 
add r30,r30,1 
add r31,r31,1 
move ar1,r30 
cmp 64,r31 
jump.pl label2 
 
nop 
out 0x13,r0 
nop 
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3.7 Digital Filter 
 
Digital filters are wildly used in DSP applications. However the benchmark of digital 
filters is the most wildly used for testing basic DSP performance. The benchmarking 
we discuss here is just finite impulse response filter. 
 
FIR filter, Finite Impulse Response filter 
 
The fir filter is defined as: 
 

 
 

 
 
x(n) represents the input  
y(n) represents the output 

ib  represents the vector of the filter coefficients 
 
 

  
Figure 3.17  Non recursive FIR filter 
 
The input data and the coefficient are separately stored in the Data memory0 and Data 
memory1. However, there is a special way to store the coefficients, which is in the 

reversed order. It means that in the top address we stored kb , because in the FIR 
execution loops, the oldest input stored first. 
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table shows each instruction that is 
used by which unit. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mac ALU DM0 DM1 
1 conv *  * * 
2 nop     
3 Sat rnd     
4 stote   *  
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5 clr     
 

Table 3.6 kernel part of FIR filter 
 
Behavior level code: 
 
{ 
  repeat 16 
  convss acr0, ar0 ar1 
  move sat rnd acr0 
  store  
} 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
{ 

.code 
;; Initialization 
 
set ar0 ,fir_data     ;simple data in rom1 
set step0,1 
set ar1 ,coeff_fir    ; Coefficients  in rom0 
set step1,1 
 
nop 
repeat  label1,16 
 
convss ap acr0 ,(ar1++),(ar0++) 
nop 
 

label1 
 
move r2,sat rnd acr0 
nop 
st1 (ar0++),r2 
clr acr0 
 
out 0x13,r0 
nop 

}
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3.8 Crosscorrelation 
 
The crosscorrelation is defined: 
 

 

1
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N=40,  
d=0-15, 
 
The input data X and Y are separately stored in the Data memory0 and Data memory1. 
The result also store in the memory. 
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table shows each instruction that is used 
by which unit. 
 

Ins nr Ins Mac ALU Data Mem0 Data Mem1
1 cunv *  * * 
2 nop     
3 Sat     
4 store   *  
5 clr     

 
Table 3.7 kernel part of crosscorrelation 
 
Behavior level code: 
 
{ 
  Repeat 16 
   Repeat 40 
    Conv <= ACR+ DM0*DM1 
    Sat rnd ACR 
    Store 
    Clr ACR 
 
} 
 
 
 
Assembly code: 
 
{ 

.code 
;; Initialization 
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set ar0 ,Y_data 
set step0,1 

set ar1 ,X_data 
set step1,1 

  set r1,1 
set r2,32768 

  set r4,0 
 
label1 
  st1 (ar2++),r31 
  set ar1 ,X_data 
  move ar0,r2 
  add r4,r4,1 
  repeat  label,40 
        
         convss ap acr0 ,(ar1++),(ar0++)  
 
label             
  
  add r2,r1,r2 
  nop 
  move r31,sat rnd acr0 

clr acr0 
        
  cmp 15,r4 
         jump.pl label1 
               
  nop 
       out 0x11,r31 
  nop 
      
} 
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                                     Chapter4   Acceleration Proposal 
 
In this chapter, there is an extend exploration on the DSP processor, after which we will 
propose some modification and improvement for the acceleration for better performance 
for the processor. 
 

4.1 Modification on the processor 
 
After the benchmarking, there are three improvements of the DSP processor proposed. 
 

1. The architecture of processor could be improved. [12] 
 

When a data is loaded from the memories to the registers, there are two additional 
clock cycles needed before moving to any other operation to that data. For 
example: 

    
ld0 r1, (ar0++) 
(nop) 
(nop) 
add r3, r1, r2  

   
In this situation, too many extra cycles are needed which also comes after 
instructions “st”, “move”, “add”, “sub”, which is generated by the registers after 
MAC unit, ALU unit and the data memory. As illustrated in figure 4.1. Once the 
registers (register 1 and 2 shown in the figure 4.1) are removed, the problem will 
be solved. 

 
2. The new instructions can be used in the benchmarking to save the clock 

cycles. [13] 
 
Adding some new instructions can actualize the designate purpose for the system. 
Considering the part of hardware, there is not much we can do so far. 
 

 
3. Some instructions should be modified to suit for the algorithms. [12] 
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Figure 4.1 Processor architecture [11] 
 
 
 

4.2 New Instructions 
 
addld0/addld1 
 
Description: Add and load data from data memory0/1. 
 
subld0/subld1 
 
Description: Sub and load data from data memory0/1. 
 
addst0/addst1 
 
Description: Add and store data to data memory0/1. 
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subst0/subst1 
 
Description: Sub and store data to data memory0/1. 
 
ld0/1st1/0 
 
Description: Load data from data memory0/1 and store data to data memory1/0. 
 
mulss rc sat rnd acrD, rb, rd 
 
Description: Multiply two general registers with the signed interpretation, and the result to the 
destination accumulator and saturation rounding to the general register. 
 
 
 

4.3 Modification to the Instructions 
 
Instruction “Repeat”  
 
Problem statement 
There cannot be other repeat loop inside the repeat loop. 

 

Figure 4.2 Special purpose registers for repeat [11] 
 
To solve this problem, there is a need of more control hardware for instruction “repeat”. So 
we can use instruction “repeat” in another repeat loop. 
 
Instruction “mulld0”, “mulld1” 
 
Problem statement: It is not a convenient operation to load data from the memory to the 
register. Therefore, we can add some special purposes of loading data.  
 
1. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(re) 
2. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(arc, re) 
3. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(arc, K) 
 
 
 
Instruction “macld0”, “macld1” 
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Problem statement: Loading data from the memory to the register is not convenient. We 
can add some special purposes of loading data to solve it.  
 
1. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(re) 
2. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(arc, re) 
3. mulld0/1  acrD, ra ,rb, rd,(arc, K) 
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                           Chapter5   Results of the Benchmarking 
 
In this chapter, we will discuss the results from the benchmarking and compare them with 
the benchmarks from Per Lennartsson and Lars Nordlander[5]. With some of the 
algorithms, we can achieve better benchmarking records than theirs, however in some 
cases the result are not satisfied. There is a comparable table below, which shows the 
results both from this thesis work as well as from the previous research [5]. 
 

5.1 General Observation 
 

Benchmark Pro-epilog 
cost 

Kernel Total Speedup 

Blocktransfer 6 80 86 ┈ 
Complex FFT(256) 1415 21968 23383 21% 

DCT(8*8) 16 1312 1312 40% 
Vector addition 8 120 128 ┈ 

Matrix multiplication 129333 397312 410245 29% 
Signal FIR 50 48 98  

CrossCorrelation 9 784 793 ┈ 
 

Benchmark Theoretic Per&Lars’s 
Result 

BDTI 

Blocktransfer 80 88 --- 
Complex FFT(256) 12288 19816 10000 

DCT(8*8) 880 874 3298 
Vector addition 50 111 85 

Matrix multiplication 262144 ┈ ┈ 
Signal FIR 16 60 22 

CrossCorrelation 360 753 ---- 
Table 5.1  comparison  
 
The kernel column indicates the clock cycles of the kernel part of the algorithm and the 
speedup column indicates the improvements after the changing to the processor.  
 
From the table above, it is very hard to make an ideally comparison about which processor 
is better, which is caused by the various features of the processor. A processor holds an 
excellent benchmarking record of an application, which may result a poor performance on 
other applications. Therefore the processor is better to be optimized for some algorithms 
but not all the algorithms. A typical instance is that one video encoder processor can never 
be used as the video decoder processor. During the comparison of the processors, different 
categories of processors should not be measured with the same algorithm. [1] 
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For a reliable comparison, the speed of processor clock should be considered in the 
instruction cycle count. The comparisons in this case are accomplished without the 
processor clock speed. The typical example is that processors can probably be clocked at a 
higher rate. The reason is that the processor with the caches or memory instructions 
requires more than one cycle to be executed. The trade-offs often happen between a 
powerful instruction set and short cycle times, which are not a part of this thesis work 
hence not be mentioned.        
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5.2 FFT 
 
23382 clock cycles are needed for FFT benchmarking to implement all the calculations. 
Compare to the results from the benchmarking of Per&Lars [5], the amount of cycle 
generated from the processor in our research is slightly higher. So far we have 
accomplished three versions of the FFT benchmark, based on the different processors. The 
following section will further explain the three versions in detail respectively. 
 

5.2.1 The First Version of FFT 

 
In the first version, the most important issue to be solved is the data transfer instructions 
such as load, store and move in the main loop. The reason is very obvious and presented in 
the architecture of the processor, as illustrated in the figure 5.1. There are two more clock 
cycles needed in the data transferring between the memory and registers. In the case of 
data transferring between memory ALU/MAC and registers, it also cost two additional 
clock cycles, which is caused by the two registers after the data memory, ALU and MAC 
unit. In the research of Per&Lars’s[5] benchmarking, there is only one clock cycle needed 
to get over them, hence there is  no need for any other additional clock cycle. 
 
Besides, the reduction of the number of clock cycles is mainly caused by the instruction 
“butterfly”. As we mentioned before, the most essential part in FFT is butterfly operation. 
There are a lot of butterfly operations that should be implemented in the code. It costs at 
least three clock cycles and three additional clock cycles in our benchmarking. However in 
the case of Per&Lars’s [5] they just spend one clock cycle and one additional clock cycle 
to deal with the butterfly operation.   
 
Using loop is another way to reduce the clock cycles. In comparison with Per&Lars’s[5] 
benchmarking, the instruction “repeat” can be used once in our processor when there is 
already a loop exist. Since we cannot use it inside the “repeat” loop, we have to use the 
instruction “cmp” instead. There are three additional clock cycles for the instruction 
“cmp”. However in Per&Lars’s benchmarking, the instruction “loopr ” can be placed 
inside the loop. Hence once processors have more advanced loops, it could save some of 
the clock cycles, which requires more control hardware. 
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Figure5.1  processor architecture [11] 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2.2 The Second Version of FFT 

 
In the second version of FFT, some instructions can be executed in parallel, for example 
“ DBLLD ”, “DBLST”, “ SUBST ”, “ MULLD ”, “ MULDBLLD ” and “ MACLD”. The 
benchmarking of FFT algorithm requires much less clock cycles than before. It facilitates 
loading data from memory by using instructions “DBLLD” and “ MULDBLLD ”. Three 
clock cycles can be reduces in the kernel part of the FFT. 
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However in this thesis work, we found out that it cannot save many clock cycles for the 
benchmarking of FFT algorithm in this case, which is lead by the three reasons as 
followed. 
 
1. It does not solve the basic problems. 
 
The additional clock cycles of data transfer between ALU/MAC unit and registers remain 
in the benchmarking. If we can remove the registers that are behind the ALU/MAC unit, 
the problem can be solved. Also the improvement to the architecture of the system 
could be helpfull. 
 
2.   The problem of inside “loop” is still exist.  
 
More control hardware are required to figure out this problem. 
 
3. The parallel instructions are not flexible. 
 
The step size is not alternative in the parallel instructions. They can just load the data from 
the next address tag.  
 
 

5.2.3 The Third Version of FFT 

 
The third version of FFT is the closed one to ideal. It just costs eight clock cycles to 
calculate a kernel part of the FFT under the assumption that we resolved all the problems 
of the previous versions already. The total amount of clock cycles is 18432 with the new 
instruction set. The result from the benchmark is lower than the result from Per&Lars’s 
[5]. 
 

 
Figure 5.2 butterfly  
 
Step1   load the real part of Y and the imaginary part of W 
Step2 multiply the real part of Y and the imaginary part of W, after which load the 

imaginary part of Y and the real part of W 
Step3 multiply and accumulate to achieve the imaginary part of Z, and then load the real 

part of X 
Step4   multiply real part of Y and the real part of W, load the imaginary part of X 
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Step5 multiply and diminish to achieve the real part of Z, and then store the imaginary 
part of B of the last butterfly  

Step6     add the real part of X and real part of Z to achieve the real part of A 
Step7 add the imaginary part of X and imaginary part of Z to achieve the imaginary part 

of A, store the real part of A 
Step8 sub the real part of X and real part of Z to achieve the real part of B, after which 

store the imaginary part of A 
Step9 sub the imaginary part of X and imaginary part of Z to achieve the imaginary part 

of B, finally store the imaginary part of A 
 
 
Below is a table of the kernel part of the code. The table shows each instruction that is used 
by which unit. 
 
Ins nr Ins MAC ALU DM0 DM1 
1 DBLLD   * * 
2 MULDBLLD *  * * 
3 MACLD *  *  
4 MULLD *  *  
5 MDMST *  *  
6 ADD  *   
7 ADDST  * *  
8 SUBST  * *  
9 SUBST  * *  
Table 5.2 kernel of the FFT 
 
 
 

5.3 Vector Addition 

 
The vector addition benchmark results about 128 clock cycles from the calculation. In the 
comparison with Per&Lars’s[5] benchmarking, our processor has a better performance by 
slightly higher cycle count than the number their processor generated. 
 
The bottleneck of the vector addition benchmark is the two additions at same time. 
Per&Lars[5] used only one instruction “addadd” to achieve this. The instruction operates 
two additions at same time and stores the two results in accumulator register. One result is 
stored in the higher part of the accumulator register, the other result in the lower part. Then 
the results can separately be stored in the memory directly.  
 
In my opinion, it is not very hard to achieve this by our processor. This instruction takes 
advantage of full adders on the processor.   
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5.4 DCT 

 
The DCT benchmark results about 1312 clock cycles after the calculation. In the 
comparison with Per&Lars’s[5] benchmarking, our processor has a much higher cycle 
count than their processor. We have done three versions of the DCT benchmark, for the 
different processors. At last version, we get a lower cycle count than their processor. 
 

5.4.1 The First Version of DCT 

 
In the first version of the DCT, the bottleneck is that none instruction can be executed in 
parallel. The 30% of the instructions are used for data transfer between memory and 
registers in the main loop by instruction “load”/ “store “. It can save lots of clock cycles If 
we do instruction “load”/”store” accompanied with another instructions. The reason can be 
presented by the architecture of the processor as we said before.   
 
The 25% of the instructions are saturation and rounding to the data from accumulation 
registers to general registers. This instruction can be done when the instructions 
“mul”/”mac”/”mdm” are executed. For example: 
 
mul acr0, r3, r5 
(nop) 
move r1, sat rnd acr0 
(nop) 
st1 (ar1++), r1 
 
It requires five clock cycles. It occurs in the main loop. A small improvement can save 
many cycles, if the program section could be reduced to the instruction below. 
 
mul r1 sat rnd acr0,r3,r5   
(nop) 
st1 (ar1++), r1 
 

5.4.2 The Second Version of DCT 

 
In the second version of DCT, some instructions can be executed in parallel. The total 
clock cycle is 1104. It saves some clock cycles. The data can be loaded from the memories 
to the registers accompanying with some other instruction “DBLLD”, “ MULLD ”, 
“ MULDBLLD ”, and “ MACLD”. 
 
But there are other two problems. The data can not be loaded accompanying with 
instruction “ADD”, “SUB”. It could reduce some instructions in the main loop if the 
processor can do this. The second problem is the instruction “butterfly”. We do not have 
this instruction. So we need more clock cycles to do the butterfly operation.  
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5.4.3 The Third Version of DCT 

 
In the third version of DCT, the DCT benchmark gives a cycle count of kernel part of 47 
clock cycles, and the total of 768 clock cycles. In this version, we used new instruction 
“ADDLD0”, ”ADDLD”, “SUBST” and “MULLSS R3 SAT RND ACR2, R10, R15”. The 
stepsize in the new instructions is flexible. You can set large stepsize. I think our processor 
is performance better than Per&Lars’s[5]  
 
 
 

5.5 Single FIR Filter 

 
The single fir filter benchmark gives a result about 98 clock cycles. In comparison with 
Per&Lars’s[5] benchmarking, our processor has a much higher cycle count than their 
processor. 
 
The bottleneck of the single fir filter is instruction “conv” which is the only instruction in 
the main loop. The instruction “conv” needs four clock cycles to finish. It means that it 
needs three additional clock cycles. The reason can be presented by the architecture of the 
processor. As illustrated in figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3  processor architecture for conv [11] 
 
In the new version of the single fir filter benchmark, the instruction “conv” needs one 
additional clock cycle. So the performance is much better. 
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5.6 Matrix Multiplication 

 
The matrix multiplication benchmark gives a result about 410245 clock cycles. 
Per&Lars’s[5] did not perform this benchmark so we can not compare it to other processor. 
There are two versions of matrix multiplication using the different approach.  
 

5.6.1 The First Version of Matrix Multiplication 

 
In the first version of the matrix multiplication, the bottleneck is data transfer between 
memories and the registers. The number of the data which should be transferred is huge. 
More than 30% of the all instructions in the main loop are loading the data from memories 
to registers. But there are only 32 general registers. So the most essential work here is how 
to make use of the general registers as soon as possible loading data from the memories. 
There are about 70% of the all instructions in the main loop which are done in the MAC 
unit. Only the instruction “MULDBLLD” can double load the data from the memories 
while it is doing multiplication. If the assembler supports new instructions 
“MACDBLLD”, it could save lots of clock cycles on loading data from the memories to 
the registers. The new instruction means that multiply two general registers with signed 
interpretation, add the result to the destination accumulator and load one general register 
with data from DM0 (data memory 0) and another general register with data from DM1 
(data memory 1). 
 
 
 

5.6.2 The Second Version of Matrix Multiplication 

 
In my opinion, the second version of the matrix multiplication is pretty good. It cost 
293030 clock cycles. It decreases 29% of the total clock cycles. This depends on the 
assembler that supports the large step size. In this approach, it does not need to load data 
from the memories to registers. So the biggest problem in the first version is disappeared.   
 
Besides, the same argument of loop inside also takes some clock cycles here. If this 
problem can be resolved, the matrix multiplication could be performance much better than 
first version. 
 
 

5.7 Crosscorrelation 

 
The crosscorrelation benchmark gives a result about 793 clock cycles. In comparison with 
Per&Lars’s benchmarking [5], we achieved almost the same performance as theirs with 
the same level of cycles. 
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The structure of crosscorrelation is quite similar to the convolution algorithms. The 
bottleneck of the crosscorrelation benchmark is nested loop. If we figure out the control 
hardware problem, it can reduce 3 clock cycles in the main loop.  
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                                 Chapter6  Conclusions and Future 
 
The thesis conclusion from the benchmarking result before and prospect of related future 
work of the benchmarking is included in this chapter. 
 

 6.1 Conclusions 

 
In this master project, the major target is testing of benchmarking to the DSP-processor 
platform, which has been accomplished. There are different algorithms such as, 
Blocktransfer, 256p complex FFT, 8*8 DCT, matrix multiplication, vector addition, single 
FIR filter, and crosscorrelation had been introduced to test on our DSP-processor platform. 
However, the tests conclusions are not very satisfy and convinced. After some research 
and background study, some other concentrations of DSP architecture and instructions set 
of FFT and DCT acceleration are focused on. Discussions and experiments were carried on, 
and after testing the benchmarking again better results showed up. 
 
 
 

 6.2 Future work 

 
There are still room for the research of DSP-processor platform benchmarking. The future 
research might include: 
 

1. There are some other essential DSP algorithms that can be used for DSP-processor 
platform benchmarking such as 16-bit division, vector max, frame FIR, IIR and so 
on. 

 
2. There is only one common way of measuring the number of clock cycles used in 

this project, which shows just one factor of the DSP-processor platform. As a 
matter of fact there are some other measurements that could also be very important, 
such as memory usage, power consumption, execution time etc. 

 
3. The DSP processor we are using right now is optimized for DCT. There is a good 

chance that it could be tested by using different algorithms and hand out some 
good proposal for other algorithms. 
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Appendix A 
 
The last version of DCT code: 
 
Assembly code 
 
{ 
 
 .code 
  
 ;Now comes the DCT implementation 
dct8 
  
         set ar1,coeff_dct8*8  ; Coefficients in rom0 from 8000 
 set step1,1 
 set ar0,dct8*8_data   ; dct8_data from 0000 
 set step0,8 
 set r20, sq(2) 
 set r28, 0 
 set r21, 1 
 set r22, 2 
 set r23, 3 
 set r24, 4 
 set r25, 5 
 set r26, 6 
 set r27, 7 
  
        ;;---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------  
label1  
 repeat label , 8 
  
 ld0 r0,(ar0) , ld0 r7,(ar0,r27) , 
 ld0 r2,(ar0,r22) , ld0 r5,(ar0,r25) 
 sub r8,r0,r7 , ld1 r15,(ar1++) , ld0 r4,(ar0,r24)  
 add r0,r7,r0 , mulss acr0,r8,r15 , ld0 r3,(ar0,r23) 
         sub r9,r2,r5 , ld1 r16,(ar1++) , ld0 r6,(ar0,r26)  
 add r2,r5,r2 , mulss acr1,r9,r16 , ld0 r1,(ar0,r21) 
 move r7 ,sat rnd acr0 
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 sub r10,r4,r3 , ld1 r15,(ar1++) 
 add r4,r3,r4 , mulss acr2,r10,r15 
 move r5, sat rnd acr1 
 sub r11,r6,r1 , ld1 r16,(ar1++) 
 add r6,r1,r6 , mulss acr3,r11,r16 
 move r3 ,sat rnd acr2 
 sub r8,r0,r4 , ld1 r15,(ar1++)  
 add r0,r4,r0 , mulss acr0,r8,r15 
 move r1 ,sat rnd acr3 
      sub r9,r2,r6 , ld1 r16,(ar1++)  
 add r2,r6,r2 , mulss acr1,r9,r16 
 move r4 ,sat rnd acr0  
 sub r10,r7,r3 , ld1 r15,(ar1++) 
 add r7,r3,r7  , mulss acr2,r10,r15 
 move r6 ,sat rnd acr1  
 sub r11,r5,r1 , ld1 r16,(ar1++) 
 add r5,r1,r5  , mulss acr3,r11,r15 
 move r3 ,sat rnd acr2 
 move r1 ,sat rnd acr3 
 sub r8,r0,r2 , ld1 r15,(ar1++)  
 add r0,r2,r0 , mulss acr0,r8,r15 
 sub r9,r4,r6 , ld1 r16,(ar1++) , mulss acr3,r0,r20 
 add r4,r6,r4 , mulss acr1,r9,r16 
 move r2 ,sat rnd acr0  
 move r0 ,sat rnd acr3 
 sub r10,r7,r5 , ld1 r15,(ar1++) 
 add r7,r5,r7  , mulss acr2,r10,r15 
 move r6 ,mul2 sat rnd acr1  
 sub r11,r3,r1 , ld1 r16,(ar1++) 
 add r3,r1,r3  , mulss acr3,r11,r15 
 move r5 ,mul2 sat rnd acr2 
 move r1 ,mul2 sat rnd acr3 
 sub r1,r1,r3 , st0 r2,(ar0,r22)   
 asl r3,1 
 sub r3,r3,r7,  st0 r4,(ar0,r24) 
 sub r6,r6,r4 , st0 r3,(ar0,r23)  
 sub r5,r5,r3,  st0 r7,(ar0,r27) 
 asl r1,2 
 sub r1,r1,r5 , st0 r6,(ar0,r26)   
 st0 r1,(ar0,r21) , 
 st0 r5,(ar0,r25), 
 st0 r0,(ar0++) 
label 
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 ;;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 
 
  add r28,r28,1 
 set ar0,dct8_data   ; dct8_data from 0000 
 set step0,1 
 set r21, 8 
 set r22, 16 
 set r23, 24 
 set r24, 32 
 set r25, 40 
 set r26, 48 
 set r27, 56 
  cmp 1,r28 
     jump.pl label1 
 
 
 nop 
 nop 
 nop 
 ;; This "out" instruction stops the simulation 
 out 0x13,r0 
 nop 
} 
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